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Lazelight Launches Mini Rechargeable LED Torch for Remote Controls  

25th July, 2019 – Lazelight’s mini torch makes television viewing experience much 

better in dim light.  Almost every home has remote control for TV and nearly all 

have no back lighting capabilities and due to that, people suffer plenty of problems 

and their eyes start paining. Often the eyes develop allergy while seeing at the 

remote control in dark. Lazelight understands all of these sufferings people witness 

when they want to enjoy TV viewing in dim light, thus the LED flashlight has now 

been introduced to overcome the problems. 

The latest surveys done in the world reveal that majority of the people love 

watching television or movies in the dark. Therefore, with the common remote 

control, they find a lot of difficulties to view the buttons while being in the dark 

(through few television remote controls offer backlight functions but their light is 

not proper), Lazelight surpasses its competitors by producing a novel rechargeable 

mini flashlight which happens to be an Everyday Carry.  

There are around 10 to 15 percent of new remotes available getting equipped with 

back-lighting but this happens to be no solution at all since it only illuminates the 

buttons not the text printed on the remote surface. Lazelight - Latest EDC Mini 

Torch in Town solves this problem by illuminating the entire remote control and 

you need not to have a permanent light stuck on your remote at all. You will able to 

read the text and see the buttons very easily in the dark. Lazelight’s new TV/PVR 

remote control mini LED torch is Crowdfunding.  

This new product is a rechargeable mini flashlight that has been designed according 

to the needs of the TV viewers who love to watch television or movies in the dark to 

get a cinematic experience at their home.  

Lazelight’s rechargeable mini flashlight is perfect for those who want to light up 

dark paths or any devices and for those who are vision-impaired.  

This mini LED lights fits aptly on all remote controls and lights up the surface of the 

control that your remote becomes visible for you when the lights are off.  

For more information about the product, visit below pages: 



 

Instagram: @laze.light 

Twitter: @lazelight 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Lazelight-207489963504680/  
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